We present a scalable encoding strategy for the 3D facial data in various bandwidth scenarios. The scalability, needed to cater diverse clients, is achieved through the multiresolution characteristic of JPEG2000. The disparate 3D facial data is synchronously unified by the application of data hiding wherein the 2.5D facial model is embedded in the corresponding 2D texture in the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) domain. The unified file conforms to the JPEG2000 standard and thus no novel format is introduced. The method is effective and has the potential to be applied in videosurveillance and videoconference applications.
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1. Introduction

Transmitting digital 3D face data in real-time has been a research issue for quite a long time. When it comes to the real-time, two main areas, viz. conferencing and surveillance, suddenly come to mind. In the earlier videoconference applications, the aim was to change the viewpoint of the speaker. This allowed in particular to recreate a simulation replica of a real meeting room by visualizing the "virtual heads" around a table. Despite
the fact that many technological barriers have been eliminated, thanks to
the availability of cheap cameras, powerful graphic cards and high bitrate
networks, there is still no commercial product that offers a true confer-
ing environment. Some companies, such as Tixeo in France\(^a\), propose a
3D environment where interlocutors can interact by moving an avatar or by
presenting documents in a perspective manner. Nevertheless, the characters
remain artificial and do not represent the interlocutors’ real faces. In fact,
it seems that changing the viewpoint of the interlocutor is considered more
as a gimmick than a useful functionality. This may be true of a videoconfer-
ence between two people but in the case of a conference that would involve
several interlocutors spread over several sites that have many documents, it
becomes indispensable to replicate the conferencing environment. Another
application consists in tracking the 3D movement of the face in order to
animate a clone, i.e. a model of the users face. In fact, the transmission of
only a small number of parameters of movement or expression can material-
ize the video through low speed networks. However, recent technology have
increased the bandwidth of conventional telephone lines to several Mbps.
This has led to a slowing down of research activities on the subject in recent
years. Nevertheless, the bitrate limitation still exists in the case of many
devices like PDA or mobile phones. It becomes even critical, in particular
in remote video surveillance applications which are gaining increasing eco-
nomic importance. Some companies offer to send surveillance images on the
mobile phones/PDAs of authorized persons but these are only 2D images
whereby the identification of persons is very difficult, especially in poor
light conditions.

Arguably the most important factor in 3D face transmission is the net-
work bandwidth. Alongside is the diversity of clients in terms of the comput-
ing and memory resources, distance, network and need. All these factors
compel us to think of strategies to not only compress the data, without
compromising on the visual quality, but also have some scalability to cater
for the diversity of clients. The objective of this work is to reduce the data
considerably for optimal real-time 3D facial visualization in a client/server
environment. 3D face data essentially consists of a 2D color image called
texture and its corresponding depth map in the form of what is called 2.5D
image. The latter is usually obtained\(^2\) by the projection of the 3D polygonal
mesh model onto the image plane after its normalization. For 3D visual-
ization one would thus have to manipulate at least two files. It would be

\(^a\)www.tixeo.com
better to have a single file rather than two. For this purpose we propose to unify the two files into a single standard JPEG2000 format file. The use of DWT-based JPEG2000 will give us two main advantages. One, the multiresolution nature of wavelets would offer the required scalability to make for the client diversity. Two, we will not be introducing any new file format but conform to a widely known standard. To ensure highest quality for a resource rich client we would use the JPEG2000 codec in the lossless mode. For the unification of the 2D texture and 2.5D model, a scalable data hiding strategy is proposed wherein the 2.5D data is embedded in the corresponding 2D texture in the wavelet transform domain. This would allow to transmit all the data in a hierarchical and synchronized manner. The idea is to break down the image and its 3D model at different levels of resolution. Each level of resolution of the image will contain the associated 3D model without reducing the image quality and without any considerable increase the file size.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 gives a concise survey of the data hiding methods in the wavelet domain. The proposed method is explained in Section 3 and the results obtained by its application to a number of examples from FRAV3D\textsuperscript{b} database are summarized in Section 4. Concluding remarks, with special reference to the future work, are given in Section 5.

2. State of the art

The essence of data hiding is the embedding of an information, called message, inside some host signal, like image, sound or video, called cover. The message may be small with robust embedding requirement as in the case of copyright protection in the form of watermarking or it may be large, critical and statistically invisible as in steganography. Four factors\textsuperscript{3} characterize the effectiveness of a data hiding method, namely embedding capacity, perceptual transparency, robustness and tamper resistance. Embedding capacity refers to the maximum payload that can be held by the cover. Perceptual transparency ensures the retention of visual quality of the cover after data embedding. Robustness is the ability of the cover to withstand various signal operations, transformations and noise whereas tamper resistance means to remain intact in the face of malicious attacks. The relative importance of these four factors depends on the particular data hiding application. For example, for visually sensitive applications perceptual transparency becomes

\textsuperscript{b}www.frav.es/databases/FRAV3d/
very important. Domain-wise, embedding can be carried out in the spatial domain or the transform domain. Pixel or coefficient allocation for data embedding may be regular (e.g. every $k^{th}$ pixel) or irregularly distributed (e.g. pseudo-random). Probably the most preferred pixel allocation is by running a pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) using some secret key as a seed. Finally, an embedding method is blind if data extraction by the recipient does not require the original cover.

Data hiding methods for JPEG2000 images must process the code blocks independently.\textsuperscript{4} That is why a majority of the wavelet-based data hiding methods proposed in the literature not compatible with the JPEG2000 scheme. There are methods\textsuperscript{5,6} for embedding invisible watermarks by adding pseudo-random codes to large coefficients of the high and middle frequency bands of DWT but the methods have the disadvantage of being non-blind. Piva et al. have proposed an authentication scheme that embeds an image digest in a subset of the subbands from the DWT domain.\textsuperscript{7} The image digest is derived from the DCT of the level 1 DWT $LL$ subband of the image. The resultant DCT coefficients are scaled down by quantization and ordered from most to least significant through a zig-zag scan.

One blind method\textsuperscript{8} transforms the original image by one-level wavelet transform and sets the three higher subbands to zero before inverse transforming it to get the modified image. The difference values between the original image and the modified image are used to ascertain the potential embedding locations of which a subset is selected pseudo-randomly for embedding. For the sake of robustness and perceptual transparency Kong et al.\textsuperscript{9} embeds watermark in the weighted mean of the wavelets blocks, rather than in the individual coefficient. While explaining their method of embedding biometric data in fingerprint images, Noore et al. argue against the modification of the lowest subband to avoid degradation of the reconstructed image as most of the energy is concentrated in this band.\textsuperscript{10} Instead they propose to redundantly embed information in all the higher frequency subbands.

Uccheddu et al.\textsuperscript{11} adopt a wavelet framework in their blind watermarking scheme for 3D models under the assumption that the host meshes are semi-regular ones paving the way for a wavelet decomposition and embedding of the watermark at a suitable resolution level. For the sake of robustness the host mesh is normalized by a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) before embedding. Watermark detection is accomplished by computing the correlation between the watermark signal and the "to-be-inspected" mesh. Yu et al.\textsuperscript{12} propose a robust 3D graphical model watermarking scheme for
triangle meshes that embeds watermark information by perturbing the distance between the vertices of the model to the center of the model. With robustness and perceptual transparency in focus, the approach distributes information corresponding to a bit of the watermark over the entire model. The strength of the embedded watermark signal is adaptive with respect to the local geometry of the model. Yin et al.\textsuperscript{13} adopt Guskov’s multiresolution signal processing method for meshes and use his 3D non-uniform relaxation operator to construct a Burt-Adelson pyramid for the mesh, and then watermark information is embedded into a suitable coarser mesh. The algorithm is integrable with the multiresolution mesh processing toolbox and watermark detection requires registration and re-sampling to bring the attacked mesh model back into its original location, orientation, scale, topology and resolution level.

3. The Proposed Method

For a $N \times N$ pixel facial texture and its corresponding $M \times M$ point depth map ($2.5D$) we propose our data hiding strategy presented in Fig. 1. The face texture is subjected to the level-$L$ JPEG2000 encoding in the lossless mode. The encoding process is interrupted after the DWT step to get the three transformed YCrCb face texture components. The corresponding grayscale ($k-1$ bit) depth map is also subjected to level-$L$ lossless DWT in parallel. To ensure the accuracy we expand the word-size for each of the transformed depth map coefficient by one additional bit and represent it in $k$ bits. The DWT domain depth map coefficients are then embedded in the DWT domain YCrCb face texture components while strictly following the spatial correspondence, i.e. low frequency $2.5D$ coefficients in low while higher in higher frequency YCrCb coefficients. This step strictly depends on the ratio, $M : N$, where $M \leq N$. In the worst case, where $M = N$, the $k$ bit transformed $2.5D$ coefficient is equally distributed among the three components and each of the transformed YCrCb texture coefficient carry $\lfloor k \rfloor$ to $\lfloor k \rfloor + 1$ bits. If $M < N$ then, rather than a face texture coefficient, a whole face texture block corresponds to one depth map coefficient and one has the choice of selecting the potential carrier coefficients. This is specially true when $M < N/3$ as one is then compelled to run a pseudo-random generator (PRNG) to select the potential carrier coefficients. To keep the method blind, the embedding process involves the substitution of the least significant bit (LSBs) of the carrier coefficient with the bit(s) from the $2.5D$ coefficient. After embedding, the YCrCb component are re-inserted into the JPEG2000 coding pipeline. The result is a monolithic JPEG2000
Fig. 1: Description of the method

format face texture image that has the depth map hidden in it.

A precursor of this work can be found in Ref. 14 wherein the method was developed for 3D terrain visualization. In that scenario we had the luxury of choosing the potential carrier coefficients from a large population of texture coefficients since $M$ was very small as compared to $N$. For the work in perspective we have chosen the worst case scenario, i.e. $M = N$. This would also help us to have an idea of the embedding capacity for the earlier work. In the embedding step, a given $k$-bit transformed depth map coefficient is to be substituted into the $[k/3]$ LSBs each of the corresponding Y, Cr and Cb transformed coefficients. To reduce the payload we have optimized our method to some extent. One of the important characteristics of DWT is the high probability of 0 coefficients in higher frequency subbands. Hence one can always use a flag bit to differentiate this case from the rest. In addition, the use of $k^{th}$ additional bit for transform domain coefficients is a bit too much. Thus, for example, for an 8 bit spatial domain $2.5D$ coefficient the initial range of $[-128, 127]$ may not be enough in the DWT domain and needs to be enhanced but not to the extent to warrant a range of $[-256, 255]$. 
A midway range of \([-192, 192]\) ought to be sufficient. For such a 8-bit scenario one may then have four possibilities for the value of a coefficient viz. zero, normal \([-128, 127]\), extreme negative \([-192, -128]\) and extreme positive \([128, 192]\). Keeping all these possibilities in view, we decided to pre-process the transformed depth coefficient set, before embedding. In our strategy, we keep the first bit exclusively as a flag bit. The next two bits are data cum flag bits and the last six bits are strictly data bits. For a coefficient in the range \([-128, 127]\), the first bit is set to 0, with the rest of eight bits carrying the value of the coefficient, otherwise it is set to 1. For a zero coefficient, the first two bits are set to 1 and thus only 11 is inserted. The absolute difference of an extreme negative coefficient and \(-128\) is carried by the last six bits with the first three bits carrying 101. For extreme positives the first three bits have 100 and the rest of six bits have the absolute difference of the coefficient with +127. In essence we are to embed either two or nine bits according to the following policy:

- if \(\text{coeff} \in [-128, 127]\) then concatenate coeff to 0 and embed as 9 bits;
- else if \(\text{coeff} = 0\) then embed binary 11;
- else if \(\text{coeff} \in [-192, -128]\) then concatenate \(|-128 - \text{coeff}|\) to 101 and embed as 9 bits;
- else concatenate \((\text{coeff} - 128)\) to 100 and embed as 9 bits;

The above coded image can be utilized like any other JPEG2000 image and sent across any communication channel. The blind decoding is the reverse of the above process.

The method thus enables to effect visualization from a fraction of data in the form of the lowest subband, of a particular resolution level since it is always possible to stuff 0’s for the higher bands. The idea is to have a 3D visualization utilizing lower frequency subbands at level \(L'\), with \(L' \leq L\). For the rest of \(L - L'\) parts one can always pad a 0 for each of their coefficient. The inverse DWT of the 0-stuffed transform components will yield what is known as image of approximation of level \(L'\). A level-\(L'\) approximate image is the one that is constructed with \((1/4^{L'})\times 100\) percent of the total coefficients that corresponds to the available lower \(3L' + 1\) subbands. For example, level-0 approximate image is constructed from all the coefficients and level-2 approximate image is constructed from 6.12% of the count of the initial coefficients. Before being subjected to inverse DWT, data related to depth map must be extracted from the transformed face texture whose size depends both \(L\) and \(L'\). Thus if \(L' = L\) one will always have the entire
set of the embedded DEM coefficients since all of them will be extractable. We would have a level 0 approximate final DEM after inverse DWT, of the highest possible quality. On the other hand if $L' < L$, one would have to pad 0’s for all coefficients of higher $L - L'$ subbands of transformed DEM before inverse DWT that would result in a level $L'$-approximate DEM of an inferior quality.

4. Experimental Results

We have applied our method to a number of examples from FRAV3D database. One such example is given in Fig. 2 that consists of a 120 × 120 point 2.5D depth map (Fig. 2.a) corresponding to a 120 × 120 pixel colored 2D face image given in Fig. 2.b. Each point of the 2.5D depth map is coded with 8 bits. The 3D visualization based on the two images is depicted by a view given in Fig. 2.c. Lossless DWT is applied in isolation to the depth map at level-3 to get the image given in Fig. 3.a. To ensure the accuracy we represent each of the transformed depth map in 9 bits. The corresponding 2D face image is subjected to level-3 lossless JPEG2000 encoding and the process is interrupted just after the DWT step. What we get are the level-3 transformed luminance and chrominance components given in Fig. 3b-d. The transformed depth map is embedded in the three components according to the scheme outlined above. The resultant components are reintroduced to the JPEG2000 pipeline at quantization step. The final result is a single JPEG2000 format 2D image.

![Fig. 2: Original data: a) 120 × 120 depth map (2.5D), b) The corresponding 120 × 120 2D face image, c) A 3D face view obtained from (a) and (b)](image-url)

As already stated, level-$L$ approximate image is the one that is constructed with $(1/4^L) \times 100$ percent of the total coefficients that corresponds

<www.frav.es/databases/FRAV3d/>
Fig. 3: Level-3 DWT domain images: a) Depth map after the application of lossless DWT, b-d) Components of the transformed 2D face image from the lossless JPEG2000 coding pipeline.

to the available lowest frequency $3L + 1$ subbands. The level-3 encoded image with our method can give us four different quality 2D/2.5D pairs upon decoding and reconstruction. In terms of increasing quality, these are level-3, 2, 1 and 0 images reconstructed from 1.62%, 6.25%, 25% and 100% of the transmitted coefficients, respectively. The number of lowest subbands involved being 1, 4, 7 and 10 out of the total of 10 subbands, respectively. For visual comparison, the approximation 2D images are given in Fig 4 while the approximation depth maps are shown in Fig 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approximation image</th>
<th>lev. 3</th>
<th>lev. 2</th>
<th>lev. 1</th>
<th>lev. 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bitrate (bpp)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>8.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>120.25</td>
<td>43.35</td>
<td>21.17</td>
<td>20.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSNR (dB)</td>
<td>27.33</td>
<td>31.76</td>
<td>34.87</td>
<td>35.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Average results obtained for 2D face images after the extraction and reconstruction as a function of the transmitted data (for level 0, all of the transmitted coefficients are used for reconstruction).

For the purpose of quantitative comparison the average results over all the FRAV3D 2D/2.5D pairs subjected to our method are tabulated in
Table 1 and Table 2. For the 2D face images it can be observed that the level-3 approximate image is the lowest quality having a mean PSNR of 27.33 dB which is not bad in the face of the fact that it is constructed from just 0.25%
Table 2: Average results obtained for the depth maps after the extraction and reconstruction as a function of the transmitted data (for level 0, all of the transmitted coefficients is used for reconstruction).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approximation image</th>
<th>lev. 3</th>
<th>lev. 2</th>
<th>lev. 1</th>
<th>lev. 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bits per coefficient (theoretical)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bits per coefficient (optimized)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>7.76</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSNR (dB)</td>
<td>27.05</td>
<td>30.33</td>
<td>34.63</td>
<td>∞</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6: A 3D view from the visualization with the 2D/2.5D Approximation pairs at different levels.

of the transmitted coefficients. The level-0 approximate face image has a mean PSNR of 35.09 dB despite the fact that we are treating the worst case, i.e. both the 2D and 2.5D have the same dimensions. Even doubling the 2D dimensions, i.e. one depth map point corresponds to four 2D pixels, gave us a PSNR of 49.05 dB. For 2.5D approximations we are comparing the theoretical or worst case compression to that obtained by the application of our method in Table 2. It can be seen that for very high frequency the probability of zero is high and that is why for level-0 approximation we observed a mean bitrate of 4.98 against the expected value of 9. Since level-3 approximation has only the lowest frequency subband, the bitrate stays
at 0.14 for both. We have used root mean square error (RMSE) as an error measure in length units for 2.5D. The 3D visualization obtained from the approximation 2D/2.5D pairs are depicted in the form of a 3D view at a particular angle in Fig. 6.

5. Conclusion
The results have been interesting in the sense that even with a depth map of the same dimensions as the 2D face image one got a good quality visualization. Usually the sizes are not the same and one depth map coefficient corresponds to a square block of 2D face texture pixels. Even for a 2 × 2 block the PSNR for level-0 jumps in average from 35.09 dB to 49.05 dB. The trend in our results shows that an effective visualization is possible even with a 0.1% of the transmitted coefficients, i.e. level-5. This must bode well for our ultimate goal of videoconferencing and videosurveillance when frames would replace the still image. Hence for a client with meager computing, memory or network resources a tiny fraction of the transmitted data should do the trick. The scalability aspect can then hierarchically take care of resourceful clients. This video aspect is the focus of our future work but before that one would like to further preprocess the depth map data before embedding. We had applied a raw optimization but this aspect must be further refined in the face of the fact that zeros and near-zeros in low frequency subbands are usually replicated in higher frequency subbands. Thus a kind of probability distribution is imminent which needs to be investigated. In the near future we may well apply the concept of embedded zero-tree wavelets (EZW15) to the data before embedding. For critical face features the application of region of interest coding (ROI) must also be investigated.
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